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How Tin Plate Is Made. 

I 
oxide of iron, to lute it down and exclude the air. The pots 

A paper recently read before the Franklin Institute of are then put into the furnace until it i� full, and the whole 
Philadelphia, by Mr. T. S. Speakman, representative of the brought up to a cherry red heat, or a httle beyond. About 
Institute at the VieLma Exposition, gives the following in- eight hours are necessary for its perfect saturation by the 
teresting details of the manufacture of tin plate as carried on heat. When removed from the furnace, they are slowly 
in Wales: cooled in a place free from draft, and then the pots are 

In the opinion of Mr. Henry I. Madge, tin plate manufac- opened. The plates never lie perfectly flat, and should be 
turer, of Swanselt, in Wales, from whom I received the fol- of a dark straw color at the edges. If the air should get in 
lowing information, the manufacturer prefers making his in small quantities, a deep blue color will cover the sheets 
own iron to purchasing it, because he can thereby insure a more or less. The plates adhere slightly, are again separat
more equable quality; he therefore buys suitable pig iron. ed, and ready for the second pickling room. The plates are 

For common coke tin plvtes, the "iron bars" are made then submitted to a hot but more dilute pickle of sulphuric 
from puddled iron. The puddled ball is sometimes squeezed acid, and again chemically cleansed; taken from the acid 
and sometimes hammered; much depends on the care of the bath, they are well washed in running water, and kept in 
puddler to so bring forward his ball that all its parts shall clean water until the tinman is ready for them. 
be equally decarbonized, when the fracture will be of a uni- The tin man takes the plates from the water bath (where 
form, dull gray color, without crnde admixtures of bright they lie some hours) and plunges them wet into a bath of 
crystals. The unreduced crystals produce" wasters" of the hot palm oil, called the " grease pot." When they have ac
iron plates; and if any such escap'l the notice of the mill qui red the temperature of the grease pot, they are removed 
manager, the wasters are thrown aside again after being with tongs and quickly submerged in a bath of tin. The 
covered with tin. If they escape the eye of the" assorier," oil mIXed with the water from the plates floats at the top, 
the tin plate worker will find them fracture across the forming a flux which covers the melted tin and prevents ox
angles or bends of the sheets in working them up. The idation. With the tongs, the sheets or plates are continual
puddled ball, produced under the best conditions, is then ly kept moving and separated, to insure the tin getting be
taken to the" shingler," who submits it to the squeezer or tween all of the sheets. When the bath has recovered its 
hammer, sometimes both. This operation should be care- heat, which it generally does in about half an hour, the tin
fully executed. As the puddled ball is' rugged and full of man examines the charge, and if he finds that perfect amal
cinder, the cinder has to be squeezed out by this operation, gamation has taken place between the two metals, he reo 
and at the same time the roughness must be so managed as to moves them with a tongs to the next bath, which is kept at a 

be wrolded into a solid (!ompact mass, which cannot be so low temperature. 
well done in after operations. Some say it cannot be done The temperature, raised by the change from the" tin pot," 
afterwards, as the whole mass f;an never again be is again allowed to cool down to a few degrees over the melt
brought up to a thorough welding heat throughout, unless at ing point of the tin, when the plates are taken in lots of a 
the expense of much waste and loss. The bloom from the dozen or two at a time, and laid on an iron slab, which is at 

" shingler " is at once passed through the rolls, or roughed the side or head of the pot. The waste metal and grease run 
down to No.1 bar. Some prefer letting the blooms lie ex- back into the pot, the slab being inclined. The workman 
posed to the action of the elements for a time, ancl others then takes up sheet by shept with the tongs, and dips each 
think it of no importance. The bar, while hot, is cut into into another bath of fine Detal, kept at a heat little over 
lengths and piled, five pieces being put and heated together melting point. immediately withdraws it, and places it in a 
in the" balling " or reheating furnace. When the faces are rack immersed in a large pot of melted palm oil kept at the 
brought up t� a welding heat, and the whole mass softened, proper temperature, where they are allowed to remain a cer
it is again taken to the hammer, some rolling at once, others tain time. The sheets are then slowly lIfted out of the 

. returning the bloom into the furnace to again bring up the grease by a boy, who separates them into proper lots by 
heat. It is then rolled out into the fiuished bar, of suitable counting carefully, regulating the intervals of time between 

size and thickness for the kind of plates required. them. The grease recoils from the top plate; and as little 
Some manufacturers have made very good iron from the is left on the sheets, they are again placed in a rack in the 

puddled ball direct, saving in wasters and improving the open air to cool; when cool, a lad takes each sheet in a tongs, 
quality; but as the labor and number of hands were reduced and dips the lower edge into a small bath of melted tin so 
by this m'lde, the men struck against it, and spoiled their regulated that the sheet can only enter to about the eighth 
work if not well looked after. This kind of iron was homo- of an inch. It is kept long enough to melt off the drops of 
geneous and not fiberous, as the iron" piled" and brought metal which adhere to the lower edge; and when lifted, the 
through the reheating furnace is. The " shingler" must be sheet is struck to throw off the superfluous metal from the 
very careful to form a second bloom under the hammer, and edge. The plates are again put into a rack, and taken while 
the bloom should be upset once or twice, � as to secure a warm to a bin of bran, where each sheet is thrust into and 
welding of all the rough edges. If, after the shingling, the under the bran, to get rid of the grease which adheres. It 
bloom has lost too much heat, it should be reheated. Care is then passed on to a second and third hand, when the grease 

-and expedition will remedy that necessity, and the reheating is pretty well behind in the last bin, which is kept filled with 
fnrnace dispensed with altogether. The saving- is much new bran. The sheets are turned out covered with flour 
in cost and waste; but the trouble with the workmen was dust and bran. and dusted off with cotton shaggy cloth. 
great. Some also produced very excellent iron from the The next process is in the sorting room. Here the fin
puddling furnace by adding to the charge about 60 Ibs. of ished sheets are laid on tables, and each sheet undergoes an 
scrap or shearings, the trimmings of the plates when cut to examination by the eorter, who throws out those shearings 
size. The 60 Ibs. of shearings were thrown into a bath of which are defective in the iron or trimmings. The latter 
saturated solution of nitrate of soda, but added to the charge are reheated to regain the tin; the imperfect sheets are sold 
during the "boiling." The advantages gained were: the as "wasters" at a less price; the sheets are counted, and 
scrap iron improved the charge in proportion it bore to the the box of 100 Ibs. weight is composed of 225 sheets of 14 
whole mass; it was melted down quickly without waste, as inches by 10 inches, for home use or for exportation. 
the smelting took place under the surface. The weight of •• e •• 

solid cold iron would take it to the bottom of the charge, What an EngllshlDan Thinks at- AlDerlcan Rail-

carbon would be eliminated by fusion with the nitrate, and way Travellng. 

thereby improve the quality of the charge again. The ball Mr. Robert W. Edis, an intelligent English architect, is 
was treated in the sttme way as ordinary puddled balls after- now communicating to the Building News, London, a series 
wards. The iron was tough as charcoal iron, with the char- of interesting letters from thig country, giving an account 
acteristics of puddled iron, arising from crudities; for crys- of his experience in traveling from N ew York to the West. 
tals unreduced were not exterminated, but greatly lessened. In one of these recent letters he draws the following com
A careful puddler can at all times prevent these crude lumps parisons between the railway facilities of the old and new 
to a very great extent. Another saving arising out of the worlds: 
process was that the scrap " shearing," formerly put into a " No one who has not been in America ca� thoroughly 
furnace and reduced to a welding state, hammered out and understand or appreciate the comfort and luxury of these 
rolled, gave only a return of 13 per cent to the tun, whereas palace cars, in which, whether by night or day, the traveler 
the "ther returned the full weight of the shearings. However, may journey for days together without the misery and 
difficulties with the union men prevented them from pursuing cramped-up feeling in our own railway cars; a comfortable 

this mode of manufacture. seat by day, with plenty of room for legs and knees, and a 
The bars are cut up into the required sizes, brought to a luxurious bed by night, entirely shut off from your neigh

cherry red heat in a reverberatory furnace, rolled out to a bor, with good attendance, lavatories, and other conveni
certain length by gage, " doubled," and returned to the fur- ences, all tend to make traveling in the States, where great 
nace, rerolled, again doubled, heated and reheated. The distances have to be got over frequently and rapidly, com
several foldings of the sheets adhere slightly. fortable, not to say as luxurious and safe as human ingenu-

After the sheets are cut down to size for tinning, they are ity can make it. It may not be out of place to mention that 
separated from each other by what is called opening; during no expense is spared in the constructiun or fitting up of these 
the process Gf opening, "stickers" and imperfect plates are cars, the cost of which often varies from $15,000 to $25,000 , 
thrown out, and the passed sheets then go into the" pick- and that, built as they are in the most strong and subs tan
ling room ." There they are put into a hot pickle of dilute tial manner, and attached invariably to the end of the train, 
sulphuric acid, to be cleansed from oxydized and silicious the minimum amount of risk is thereby incurred in case of 
matters, and undergo another rough examination in the "telescoping" or " colliding" in the course of a long jour

"scouring process;" that is, any plate not cleansed is ney. Not only in this comfort of traveling, but in the uni
rubbed with sand in water. Defective sheets are again versally adopted system of baggage checking, by which end
thrown out, and the sheets or plates are now passed into the less trouble and annoyance is saved to travelers, may we in 
annealing room. England learn a useful lesson; but while railway directors 

The annealing furnace is a large reverJeratory furnace, here are content to allow their servants to labor ten or twelve 
capable of holding several annelling pots. The pot is com- hours at a stretch per diem, ou work requiring not only con
posed of a stand, of sufficient size to take the sheets, with a stant hard bodily labor, but continual mental anxiety in 
raised rim. Several hundred sheets are pHed on the stand, "blocking," "signaling," and "switching," etc., we can 
and a sq uare, box-shaped cast pot completes the pot. This hardly expect to be free from those pleasant but exciting in
is inverted over the sheets, and the space between the rim cidenta in railway traveling which too often terminate fatal
of the stand and the rim of the inverted pot is filled with. ly, or, as frequently is the case, maim a.nd wound, either 
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bodily or mentally, for life; for which some poor, wrOiltched, 
overwerked signalman or under servant is sought to be 
made responsible, while the real workers of the evil, the di
rectors and heads of departments, seem to value the safety 
and comfort of the public as little as they recognize the 
mental and bodily labor of their servants, and for which 
they pay the minimum amount of wages. I can imagine the 
horror and dismay with which an English rail�ay director 
would look upon the comfortable seats, the luxurious fitting 
up, the pleasant heat'ng apparatus, the general good system 
of lighting, the lavatories, etc., and the iced water tanks 
attached to the palace cars of America and Canada, not to 
mf.1ntion the comfortable beds and night accommodation 
which make traveling in the States almost a plel.tsure, in
stead of a nuisance and a trouble, as it invariably is in this 
country; or the dismay with which they would accept or 
adopt the aids to safety in case of accident, in the shape of 
Miller's platforms, Westinghouse brakes, and get-at-able 
cord communications. This is a digression, brought about 
by a comparison of recent traveling in the old and new coun
tries, for which I pray the pardon of my readers." 

-------------.� .. � ... -------------

The Horse Bit. 

'fhe question of the bit, and of the hand that rules the 
bit, upderlies the consideration of the whole subject of man's 
dominion over the horse. The intelligence of mankind 
has hitherto invented but two principal forms of bit; the 
snaffle. the simple piece of iron Which lies across the mouth. 
subject to endless modifications, such as being twisted, 
jointed, and so forth; and the curb bit, a more powerful im
plement, which has likewise undergone innumerable varia
tions. The curb bit is an adaptation of the principle of t.he 
lever, and the lengthening of the check piece allows a very 
powerful pressure to be exercised upon the jaw of the horse. 
The snaffie is, so to say, a natural bit, and the curb an arti
ficial one. The snaffle was used by our ancestors and by the 
ancient Greeks; the curb is an Asiatic invention, and was 
probably brought into Europe with the Moors. In the fa
mous mosaic found at Pompeii, representing, as is supposed, 
a battle between the Greek� and Persians, and which, at any 
rate, is the picture of a battle betwe�n Europeans and Asiat
ics, the Eastern horsemen ride with curbs, and the Europeans 
with snaffles. The difference in the bit modifies the whole 
style of riding; and as there are two sorts of bits, so are 
there two quite different styles or schools of horsemanship, 
which may be called the Eastern and Western styles. The 
type of the Eastern is best seen in the modern Bedouin Arab, 
with his short stirrups, peaked saddle, and severe bit; and 
the Western type in its simplest form is beautifully exem
plified in the Elgin marbles, where naked men bestride bare
backed horses. To ride after thi� fashion is an athletic ex
ercise; the strength of the man is set against the strength 
of the horse, with little adventitious !tid. The rider restrains 
the horse's impetuosity by the sheer force of his arm, and 
he maintains a seat on his back by exercising the muscles of 
his legs. It is the equitation of athletes and of heroes; but 
it is clear that the balanced seat of the Arab, and the more 
complete command over his horse which follows from the 
greater security of his seat, would make him infinitely more 
formidable in war than the European, in spite of the supe
rior size and strength of the latter. History teaches us how 
the cavalry of the Saracens-small men on small horses
rode down the Christian horsemen till they learned to ride 
with the bits, and saddles, and lances of the Moslem �avahy. 

The invention of the curb bit necessitated the stirrup, for a 
man sitting upon a barebacked horse is forced to bear, at 
times, more or less heavily upon (he bridle; and if, so riding, 
he were using a curb bit, and he were to lean any part of 
his body upon it. his horse would stop, or would rear, or 
would flinch. The ancient Greeks and Romans are believed 

not to have known the use of stirrups. They are, indeed, 
said not to have belen discovered till the fifth century of our 
era. This, if it is true, would only apply to Europ". In the 
East they were used many centuries before. The earliest 
representation of one I know is in the above mentioned mo
saic, where the horse of a dismounted trooper in Oriental 
costume is drawn with clearly indicated stirrups; the Greek 
horsemen in the mosaic are without them.-New Quarterly 

Maga�ine. 
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A PRACTICAL SYSTEM FOR THE SALE OF PATENTS. 

We have recently received from Messrs. S. S. Mann & 
Co., corner of Linden avenue and Hoffman street, Baltimore, 
Md.. a neatly printed manual and a number of sample 
blanks, the collection being explanatory of a system which 
the above firm have devised for the use of inventors desirous 
of disposing of their ,patents or rights under the same. The 
book of instructions comprises practical and excellent advice 
relating to the proceedings incident to selling patents or of 
making arrangements for the manufacture of articles on roy
alty. With this work are supplied full sized blanks, hand
somely printed, consisting of forms for grants of rights, 
powers of attorney, etc , with which are furnished detailed 
printed explainations. 

From examination of the method we believe it will be an 
acquisition of much value to inventors. We are informed 
that th9 system has been adopted by many patentees, all of 
whom have expressed complete satisfaction. 

------------.� .•. �.-------------

CEMENT FOR WOOD VESSELS. -A mixture of lime clay 
and oxide of iron, separately calcined and reduced to fine 
powder, then intimately mixed, kept in a close vessel, and 
mixed with the requisite quantity of water when used. 

This will render a vessel watertight if the ingredients are 
good. 
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